Abstract-This work proposes sensing CPU voltage noise through wireless electromagnetic (EM) emanations from the CPU. Compared to previous voltage monitoring methodologies, this approach is not intrusive as it does not require direct physical access to the monitored CPU. To prove the effectiveness of this approach, we use EM signal feedback to find the resonant frequency of the CPU power delivery network, and to generate a CPU voltage noise (dI/dt) virus. This study is performed on a modern out-of-order CPU that supports on-chip fine grain voltage monitoring. This on-chip voltage monitoring capability is used to validate the proposed EM methodology.
VOLTAGE NOISE
The power delivery network is typically a distributed RLC network consisting of multiple LC-tank circuits [2] , [6] that manifest as multiple resonance frequencies. The highest resonance frequency (1st-order resonance) is attributed to on-die capacitance resonating with the package and/or the PCB inductance and is typically within the range of 50-200 MHz. Power-supply oscillations with large magnitude are set off within the supply network as a result of a) abrupt transitions in the CPU current demand due to micro-architectural events such as branch mispredictions and cache-misses [1] , [5] and b) sustained program activity with alternating periods of high-current and low-current consuming instructions within a loop [2] , [16] . When the frequency of the time-varying current aligns closely with the 1st-order resonance frequency, power supply oscillations are maximized in amplitude, leading to bit-flips in SRAM storage arrays, timing errors in logic paths [1] , [2] , [7] , [16] and reliability issues due to gate-oxide stress [7] , [8] . Such periodic events often result in catastrophic execution failures through system/application crashes and/or incorrect execution output through silent data corruptions (SDCs).
References [2] , [6] provide more details on modern CPU PDNs and the PDN resonant frequency phenomena.
CPU EM EMANATIONS -WHY THEY REVEAL VOLTAGE NOISE
It is known that CPUs emanate EM waves that can be captured using an antenna and a spectrum analyzer [9] , [10] , [15] . These emanations are due to on-chip metal interconnections and transistors acting as radiating antennas due to software-induced time-varying current consumption. Simple periodic activity like loops of instructions cause variations in CPU power (i.e., sequence of DIVs followed by ADDs) that manifest as visible spectrum spikes at a frequency F equal to 1/T (where T is the loop period) [9] . Besides the fundamental frequency F, more complex loops can also have periodic events that repeat at frequencies higher than the fundamental frequency [6] . Similar to a traditional dipole antenna, the radiating power from the on-chip antenna varies linearly with the oscillating AC power, or quadratically with the amplitude of the oscillating AC current [20] . The amplitudes of the AC component of both the current and the voltage are maximized when the oscillating frequency is aligned with the first-order resonance frequency of the system, formed as a result of the LC-tank circuit, formed due to the ondie capacitance and the equivalent inductance of the PCB/package decaps. The radiating power is consequently maximized at resonance that can then be detected by a spectrum analyzer. We validate this in Section 6, where it is confirmed that highamplitude EM signal spikes correlate with high voltage noise.
GENETIC ALGORITHM STRESS TEST GENERATION FRAMEWORK
Earlier studies show that GAs are useful for generating synthetic stress tests that maximize power consumption [3] , [4] and voltage noise [2] , [5] . GAs typically maximize a target metric by using operators inspired from biological evolution e.g., crossover (exchange of genes), mutation and selection of fittest individuals for breeding. Detailed explanations of how GAs work can be found in [12] . This work also utilizes GA for generating voltage noise stress test. This is the first work, though, that utilizes a GA driven by EM emanations for generating dI/dt virus. Our GA framework accepts as inputs assembly instructions along with desired loop size (in number of instructions) and attempts to find the mix and the order of instructions that maximizes the target metric. This paper uses two different target metrics: a) maximum droop that is observed using the readings of an on-chip voltage monitoring circuit, b) maximum EM signal amplitude that is measured through a spectrum analyzer. The viruses derived from GA search using the two metrics are compared in Section 6.5. The following GA parameters are empirically found to work well for our case study: a) loop size of 50 instructions, b) 2 percent mutation rate, c) one-point crossover, d) population size equal to 50 individuals and e) tournament selection is used for parent selection.
EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
As an experimental platform we used the JUNO R2 board [13] . This board offers a Cortex-A72 and Cortex-A53 big.LITTLE chip. An onchip power supply monitor with an integrated digital storage oscilloscope (OC-DSO) [5] , [6] , [16] allows fine grain voltage readings of the Cortex-A72 cluster. For the rest of the paper we will refer to the on-chip oscilloscope as OC-DSO. The Cortex-A72 power domain consists of 2 cores and a last level cache (LLC). The OC-DSO makes this platform ideal for voltage noise research and validating the proposed EM methodology. For our study we keep idle the Cortex-A53 cluster and focus on capturing the EM signals emanated by the Cortex-A72 cluster. Fig. 1 shows the experimental setup. An Agilent E4402B spectrum analyzer is used for measuring the EM signals. A broadband square loop antenna (3 cm side length) that operates in the range of 10-200 MHz was connected to the spectrum analyzer through a low-loss coaxial cable in order to receive the emanated waves from the JUNO board.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

OC-DSO Characterization
First, we characterize the OC-DSO capability to monitor voltage correctly. Fig. 2 shows voltage readings during three different scenarios: a) idle, b) during conventional benchmark execution (SPEC2006 gcc) and c) during dI/dt virus execution (virus is obtained using GA search with on-chip monitor). As expected, idle has the least amount of voltage noise, gcc execution produces slightly more noise and dI/dt virus causes massive voltage noise. As shown later in Fig. 6 , gcc has higher Vmin (minimum operation voltage) than idle, and the virus has higher Vmin than gcc. This exercise shows that the OC-DSO reads voltage noise correctly and is a reliable tool for validating the EM methodology. Also, this exercise proves that the GA framework can successfully produce dI/dt viruses.
Measuring Resonant Frequency Through Injecting Artificial Noise
This section determines the 1st order resonant frequency of the power delivery network of Cortex-A72 cluster through artificial noise injection [16] . More specifically, we load the Cortex-A72 PDN with a square-wave current pulse of known frequency using a synthetic current load (SCL) circuit integrated within the OC-DSO. A square-wave periodic current has an average DC component that is related to its amplitude and manifests as the average current draw from the load-circuit that can be measured externally. With the combined knowledge of the fundamental frequency of the square wave and its amplitude, we can accurately measure the amplitude of the fundamental frequency as shown in [16] . We sweep the fundamental frequency in the range between 10 MHz and 130 MHz (in steps of 1 MHz) and measure the response of the PDN for each frequency step. In particular, we measure the maximum peak to peak supply voltage swing as a function of the fundamental frequency of excitation, as plotted in Fig. 3 . The voltage swing maximizes at the 1st-order resonance frequency. For a distributed PDN, the peak impedance at the resonance frequency is relatively flatter (comparable magnitudes observed between 65-72 MHz) compared to a canonical second-order LC tank circuit. For the rest of the paper any frequency in that range is considered as resonant frequency. It is worth noting that the dominant frequency (the one with the highest amplitude) of the virus used in Fig. 2 falls in this range.
The results of this section are used next to validate the proposed EM methodology.
EM Spikes Correlation with Voltage Noise
To establish whether EM signal spikes correlate with voltage noise we perform Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) of the OC-DSO voltage readings and compare the FFT results with the spectrum analyzer readings. Both readings are obtained at the same time while running a given program. The FFT converts the time domain voltage readings to the frequency domain that result in a series of signal amplitude versus frequency values. If these values match with the spectrum analyzer readings, then this is a strong indication that EM signals correlate with voltage noise. Fig. 4 compares the spectrum analyzer readings with the FFT of OC-DSO voltage readings. The numbers are captured during the execution of a dI/dt virus that has a base loop frequency at 16.66 MHz (60 ns period), one dominant frequency at 66.66 MHz (15 ns) and causes some other visible spikes at 33, 50 and 84 MHz. Both measurement methods (FFT of OC-DSO and spectrum analyzer) agree on the dominant frequency as well as on the other less dominant spikes. This suggests that EM signals are correlated with voltage noise. Note that the dominant frequency (the one with the highest amplitude) lies in the resonant frequency range determined in Section 6.2 to be 65-72 MHz. This provides a strong indication that similarly to voltage noise, the EM signal amplitude is maximal at the resonant frequency.
EM Emanations Driven GA
We run a GA search with target to maximize EM amplitude (in the frequency range of 10-200 MHz). The goal is to check how the generated EM based viruses correlate with on-chip voltage noise readings. Fig. 5 clearly shows that as the signal amplitude increases from generation to generation during GA search the voltage droop increases as well.
Therefore, it is safe to say that GA search driven by EM signal amplitude essentially maximizes voltage noise. Also, it is observed (not shown in the graph for the sake of clarity and space constrains) that from the very first generations the GA prefers individuals that have dominant frequency in the area around the resonant frequency (65-72 MHz). This confirms that voltage noise as well as EM signal amplitude is maximal at the resonant frequency.
Vmin Tests
The ultimate test of how good is a voltage noise stress workload is its Vmin and how it compares to the Vmin of other non-viruses. Vmin represents the minimum operational voltage of a workload at a given CPU frequency. To demonstrate that EM driven GA is an effective methodology for generating stress tests that can be used for analyzing voltage margins, we compare the Vmin of the "EM virus" against the Vmin of SPEC2006 benchmarks, and against the Vmin of a GA virus driven by OC-DSO voltage readings (the standard approach for generating dI/dt viruses). Fig. 6 , shows the various Vmins as well as the maximum droop (obtained from the OC-DSO) caused by the various workloads. Both Cortex-A72 cores are active with each core running a separate instance of the workload. Each experiment is started at a high voltage and progressively voltage is lowered in steps of 10mV until a system crash. At each voltage step the workloads are run until completion and then check for SDC (by comparing the output against a golden reference obtained at a nominal operating point). Fig. 6 reports the highest voltage at which any emergency occurred; an emergency means either SDC, application (APP) crash or system crash. We have observed (not shown in Fig. 6 ) that most workloads tend to show either SDC or application crash 10mV above the system crash. Both EM and OC-DSO viruses clearly cause higher voltage droop and have higher Vmin than the rest workloads. EM and OC-DSO virus are of equal strength. This proves that EM driven GA is feasible and reliable method for generating dI/dt viruses. For more confidence in the findings 30 Vmin tests are performed for each virus and two Vmin tests for each SPEC benchmark. In total the SPEC workloads run correctly for few dozen hours at voltages lower than the viruses' Vmin.
It is worthwhile to mention that we have evaluated the proposed EM based dI/dt virus generation methodology on Cortex-A53 cluster with successful results. Due to space constrains we omit discussing these findings.
EM Methodology for Finding the Resonant Frequency
As shown in Section 6.4, GA is able to find the resonant frequency and maximize the signal amplitude at that frequency, based only on external EM readings. This is quite useful but complex, in terms of time, as it requires 10s of GA generations and the whole GA search might require more than 24 hours to finish. In the case where the goal is only to determine the 1st resonant frequency, not to produce a dI/dt virus, an alternative faster method based on EM emanations is possible. The first step of this method is to design a simple loop of instructions that consists of two parts, a "high power" part and a "low power" part. This is required for causing a considerably high spectrum spike. The next step is to sweep the CPU frequency by changing the CPU clock and measure the EM signal amplitude. Sweeping the CPU frequency modulates the loop frequency. The hypothesis behind this method is that the CPU/ loop frequency with the highest amplitude should reveal the resonant frequency.
In a specific case-study, we used a loop with high part consisting of eight ADD instructions that are executed in 4 CPU cycles. And, a low part that consists of one DIV instruction that takes 4 CPU cycles to execute. Essentially, the difference in power arises from the fact that during the high power part, on average two instructions are executed per CPU cycle whereas during the low part, 0.25 instructions are executed per CPU cycle. The period of this loop at 1.2 GHz CPU frequency is equal to 8 ns which corresponds to a loop frequency of 150 MHz. We sweep the CPU frequency from 1.2 GHz until 120 MHz. CPU frequency at 1.2 GHz frequency corresponds to 150 MHz loop frequency, 1.1 GHz CPU frequency corresponds to 137.5 MHz loop frequency, 1 GHz frequency corresponds to 125 MHz loop frequency etc. Fig. 7 , shows the results of such sweep. The amplitude is maximized at 72 MHz which falls in the range of the 1st order resonant frequency (Section 6.2). We have also experimented with other loops with 6 and 7 cycle period. To increase or decrease the loop length we change the number of ADD pairs. The results (not shown due to space limitations) for all loops point to a resonant frequency in the range of 65-72 MHz. This shows that the methodology can determine the resonant frequency with loops consisting of different instructions as long as they produce high enough EM signal amplitude. 
RELATED WORK
Previous work uses EM emanations to perform performance profiling [10] , detect malicious activity [14] and perform side channel attacks [11] , [15] . This work utilizes EM emanations for monitoring voltage noise and designing dI/dt viruses. Earlier efforts utilized GA for generating dI/dt viruses using voltage noise direct chip measurements from external (through pins) [1] , [2] or internal (onchip) oscilloscopes [5] . This work is the first to propose a method for obtaining dI/dt virus guided by EM signal amplitude measurements without requiring direct physical connection to the monitored CPU. Other work examines GPU voltage noise and Vmin [18] , [19] . Applying the EM methodology on GPUs is promising future work.
CONCLUSION
The proposed methodology for voltage noise monitoring has the advantage of not being intrusive in that it does not require extra hardware on chip (e.g., OC-DSO), or cables connected to sense pins like an external oscilloscope would require. With the proposed EM methodology, voltage noise detection, resonant frequency characterization and dI/dt virus generation can virtually be performed on any CPU, even on those platforms that do not offer any external or internal voltage noise visibility. The proposed methodology also has the benefit that it can monitor multiple voltage domains at once e.g., in our experimental platform it is possible to monitor both the Cortex-A72 cluster and the Cortex-A53 cluster at the same time. For future work we plan to apply the EM methodology on other chips and platforms and to derive accurate models of dI/dt noise that correlate with microarchitectural activity.
